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Course Description: Stepfamilies are unique families with special obstacles and
stressors. Providing care and encouragement requires a basic understanding of unique
stepfamily dynamics as well as interventions that bring stability to the family over time.
This lesson presents a rational for stepfamily ministry, provides a conceptual overview
of stepfamily development, and describes key stressors and interventions to help
stepfamilies overcome them.

Course Objectives: At the end of this lesson you will:
1. Be able to describe the stepfamily “Wilderness Wanderings” (development).
2. Understand common dynamics that are unique to stepfamilies.
3. Learn the unique barriers to marital oneness in stepfamilies and be equipped
with typical intervention strategies.
4. Understand parent and stepparent roles.
5. Be able to articulate a message of grace for stepfamilies.
6. Learn key goals of pre-stepfamily counseling.

Introduction: The composition of American homes is changing. Stepfamilies currently
comprise a large percentage of homes and will soon surpass all other family types as
the most common in the US. Yet despite their prevalence, many counselors and
churches are uninformed about their unique family dynamics. Stepfamily ministry and
counseling prevents these unique pressures from holding people back from their Lord.
Furthermore, effective intervention builds family stability, prevents re-divorce, and
develops long-term successful stepfamily homes.
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I.

Introduction
A. The composition of American homes is changing.

B. Some basic statistics:

C. Our Message:

D. Our Method:

II.

Mapping the Territory: General Realities You Need to

Understand

A. Come to understand the stepfamily wilderness wanderings.

B. Understand how to “cook” a stepfamily.

C. Find out who is involved in the stepfamily system—and who is not
involved.
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III. Educating and Encouraging Stepfamilies: Basic Interventions

A. Normalize common dynamics that are unique to stepfamilies.
1. Insider/Outsider dynamics

2. Loyalty issues

3. Loss issues

B. Marriage counseling and educational interventions
1. Marriage is critical to stepfamily success. Common barriers
include:

2. Loyalty to children over the new spouse: Parent-child
allegiance

3. “Either/Or” dilemmas

4. The “ghost of marriage past”
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C. Parent & Stepparent Roles
1. Evolving stepparent roles

2. Build unity by:

3. Reframe the stepparents role for children and teens.

D. Spiritual shame and guilt as a barrier to God and church
1. A past they can’t change…

2. Spiritually “second-class”?

3. A message of grace

4. Communicate Christ-dependence
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E. Pre-stepfamily counseling
1. Key Goals:

2. Typical pre-remarital attitudes

3. Practical, legal, and psychological shifts after marriage

4. A clear message to pre-remarital couples:

IV.

Conclusion
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